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The pervasiveness of this discourse entrenches and normalizes symbolic representations and values both
culturally and materially within the institutions of modern life c. And that is because a they are theories about
practices, which b are partly constituted by certain self-understandings. Awarding Graduation Honors in the
major for Honors candidates is not automatic. But the theoretical understanding which challenges, replaces, or
extends the pre-theoretical understanding helps us cope more effectively and intervene more successfully.
Foucault, on the other hand, examined the epistemology underpinning the Enlightenment belief in the
replacement of an institutionalised theological belief system with one which emphasised Reason and the
limitless capacity of human knowledge. In this sense also theories are 'abstractions' in as much as they
generalise across actual situations our expectations and suppositions about the reasons why certain patterns
exist O'Brien and Penna,  To the extent that c theories transform this self-understanding, they undercut, bolster
or transform the constitutive features of practices. Theory building is an exercise in logic, moving from initial
assumptions and premises to conclusions, through an argument linked by one or more claims. A Senior Project
can take many forms: One type of senior project stems from an internship or field study in the U. However,
from the middle of the seventeenth century onwards a shift in intellectual thinking occurred which was to have
major implications for the development of European societies. However, despite changes to practice and
academic training requirements, there are some constants, some requirements which do not alter. To the extent
that we continue to rely on these concepts without rigorous critical reflection, they are likely to fulfill
important ideological functions â€” implicitly or explicitly â€” e. Enlightenment philosophy suggests that
what occurs in the world is subject to entirely knowable and explainable laws that can be discovered and used
in the progress of human society and human mastery over the natural and social world. Introductory Remarks
Social work education in Britain has undergone repeated and fundamental restructuring in the past decade.
Theories about the proper relationship between the individual and the state, men and women, homosexual and
heterosexual, inform policy and practice frameworks so that the frameworks that legally bound social work, as
well as practice priorities and interventions, differ substantially from country to country. A philosophical shift,
questioning theological understandings of the human world and establishing the legitimacy of scientific
explanations of the natural world, results eventually in a humanist understanding of social organization.
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. For example, the laws are significant not qua mine, but qua ours;
what gives them their importance for me is not that they arc a rule I have adopted. Debates on integrating
critical theory and system theory relating to the need to develop new categories would benefit from novel
approaches to established methods in theoretically informed ways, in sociology especially with regard to field
research. For instance, take the practice of deciding things by majority vote. A more appropriate image is that
of terrain maps. And so on. In short, in both these cases, where service-users failed to fulfil predicted
outcomes derived from particular theoretical paradigms, the response displayed a notably similar characteristic
as in the examples from totalitarian societies â€” the users were pathologised, rather than theoretical premises
examined. Some of these theories are little more than vague hypotheses about what will happen if we act in a
certain way in a certain situation and what we might expect from others. Here a behaviour modification
regime was implemented by management with no critical appreciation of debates in psychology about what it
means to be human, what motivates behaviour and how behaviour should be understood. It was assumed that a
theory could be developed that would substitute for the truth of religion. Eighteenth and nineteenth century
social thought was focused, in the social sciences, on the search for one theory that could explain the social
world and hence provide a guide to action - a theory that could be used in practice â€” famously captured by
the term praxis. Students learn theories, methods, and strategies that enable them to understand and critique
social structures and processes and to become effective actors in struggles for justice. I want to suggest here
that this demand betrays a lack of understanding of what theory is and what it can do and, at best, leaves
students confused, whilst at worst it leads to cruel or ineffective practices in agencies. It is also essential that
those participating in this practice be aware of these norms and standards, and also be capable of describing
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what is going on. Disputes about self-definition are intextricably bound up with questions of explanation. How
could it be otherwise when so much is at stake? The Enlightenment sees the establishment of new
philosophical systems for understanding both the natural and human worlds and the development of rational
responses to social problems. Yet, the notion of validation cannot be abandoned. The underlying mechanisms
of historical progress, the necessary regularities in social life, were held to be available to discovery by the
sciences and philosophies, so that such knowledge attained a key role in the achievement of social progress
Penna, et al, 


